
Calculus: Note on Homework and Quizzes

A Note on Homework

     It is important that students practice what is learned in class on a regular basis. The assigned 
homework problems will not be sufficient practice. The odd numbered exercises have solutions 
in Appendix H of the text. Each student should work several odd numbered exercises in addition 
to the problems assigned as homework.

     Homework assignments are given to gauge understanding of the concepts presented during 
class. Students are required to show the work necessary to arrive at their answer. How one 
obtains an answer is at least as important as obtaining the correct answer.

     Students should attempt to complete the homework assignments independently. However, 
students are encouraged to discuss homework problems (and odd numbered problems) with 
others and even work in groups. A great way to learn mathematics is to explain the concepts to 
each other. Each student must submit a distinct homework paper consisting of their own work 
and acknowledge any collaborators. Assistance with odd exercises and homework concepts is 
available for students in the Math Lab. 

     Homework will be due at the beginning of class on Wednesday and Friday (except for exam 
days when the homework will be due Monday). Late homework will not be accepted. The three 
lowest homework scores will be dropped when computing your final homework average. Use the
drops wisely, for example for illness. Homework assignments will be posted to the course page 
on PioneerWeb (blackboard). A subset of the assigned problems will be graded. Homework 
assignments make up 15% of your course grade. 

     Homework assignments will consist of two parts labeled HW and R.  
HW: There will be four HW problems.  These problems require a formal written solution 

to be submitted in accordance with the Instructions for Preparing your Homework on the next 
page. These are the only problems you turn-in.

R: This will consist of a variable number of required problems that you do not submit.  
Obviously, only you will know if you completed these problems, but they are required.  You do 
not need to complete a formal written version of these problems and you should not submit them.

A Note on Quizzes

      There will be a quizz on each Friday that is not an exam day beginning Friday, September 13 
and excluding the final class meeting. These quizzes will be used to further gauge your 
understanding of the concepts. In particular, the quizzes serve to assess your individual 
understanding of the concepts without assistance from your peers or the Math Lab. The quizzes 
will be given at the beginning of class and last approximately 10 minutes. The material covered 
on quizzes will be equivalent to the easier homework problems. There will be no make-up 
quizzes. Quizzes make up 10% of your course grade.



Instructions for Preparing your Homework

     The homework must be legible and organized to be graded. Follow these guidelines: 

 If your homework is multiple pages please staple your homework. Do not use any other 
form of fastening the pages together. 

 Write your name on the first page of your stapled homework. 

 Number your homework problems. 

 Only submit the four HW problems. (The other problems are required, but should not be 
submitted.)

 The problems should appear in your homework in the same order they appear on the 
assignment. A problem that appears out of order will likely not be graded. 

 Do not divide your pages into columns; rather work entirely across the page so the 
problems appear in order. 

 Turn in neat homework, with legible calculations that are large enough to be read. 

 You do not need to compute decimal approximations for your solutions unless explicitly 
requested in the problem. For example, square roots and trigonometric functions may be 
perfectly acceptable answers. 

 You should provide written explanations and/or justifications for the steps taken or 
concepts applied to complete the problem.  The HW problems are four short, 
mathematical essays.  If you have only written a calculation you have not completed the 
assignment. Completing your homework assignments in this fashion will prepare you for 
quizzes and exams where this is also required.
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